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In high school, Goerke held ‘all those stupid perceptions that people have about 
opera without experiencing how visceral and amazing the art form is’. Everything 
changed when she found herself riveted to her little black-and-white television, watching 
Renata Scotto in the Met’s Francesca da Rimini telecast. A New York City Opera 
Bohème made her hungry for more, and singing in a university choir led her to reject 
her clarinet major in favour of choral studies. The tipping point came when she began 
studying with the mezzo-soprano Elaine Bonazzi, one of the US’s most distinguished 
artists and teachers. Goerke acquired valuable stage experience at the State University 
of New York at Stony Brook, singing Marzelline, Cleopatra, Fiordiligi and Asteria 
(Tamerlano). Refusing to incur student-loan debt, she sat out semesters when she 
couldn’t afford tuition, and earned her bachelor’s degree after eight years. 

The young singer profited from programmes at Glimmerglass and Opera Theatre of 
Saint Louis (at OTSL she covered Patricia Racette in the title role of Iphigénie en 
Tauride). By this time Goerke had realized a singer can go only so far emotionally, ‘and 
if you cross that line even an inch, you start crying or you get so emotional you can’t sing. 
But you have to hover on that line, and Pat is a genius at that. Everything she does is so 
exciting because of it.’ Glimmerglass’s then general director, Paul Kellogg, told Gail 
Robinson, the director of the Metropolitan Opera’s young-artist programme, ‘You need to 
hear this girl.’ Her Met debut came with a tiny role in the premiere of The Ghosts of 
Versailles. During her first year with the company, she says, she went home in tears every 
night. ‘How could I feel I belonged there, with the kind of talent in that building?’ 

Even back then, ‘The “D” Word’ (as in ‘dramatic soprano’) was frequently used in 
discussions regarding Goerke’s vocal potential. Hochdramatisch was clearly her future 
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Goerke sings Elektra at Covent  
Garden this month 

In the vocal marathon that is Strauss’s 
Elektra, one passage truly separates the 
women from the girls. It concludes the 

harrowing mother-daughter confrontation, when Elektra predicts that Klytemnestra’s 
blood will flow to avenge Agamemnon’s murder. Extremes of range, textual incisiveness 
and massive vocal thrust are required. Virtually all Elektras have made some sort of 
compromise to get through this episode, but not Christine Goerke—she revels in it. 
‘I’m not going to tell you I’m not tired by the end of the opera,’ she says. ‘Physically 
I’m exhausted! But my voice is not.’ 

This month, Covent Garden audiences will discover that the American soprano  
commands Elektra’s every vocal and dramatic gesture. Her performance has extraordinary 
vehemence, but she is also exceedingly moving in the lyrical scenes, which bring  
her rich timbre and sensitive phrasing to the fore. Her physical characterization is  
both extremely detailed and marked by the sheer abandon that all great Elektras  
possess. With her womanly tone, interpretative insight and blazing charisma, she’s the 
true heir to her idol, Astrid Varnay, much of whose repertoire she’ll perform in future 
seasons.

Performances at Madrid’s Teatro Real (her role debut) and Lyric Opera of Chicago 
have given Goerke considerable insight into Strauss’s heroine. ‘I don’t think she’s 
crazy—she’s damaged. She’s still grieving, which makes her depressed, because how 
long has it been? She wants her father back. She knows wrong has been done, and she 
remembers everything—she hasn’t swept anything under the carpet. Does that make 
her the only sane one on the stage? Who knows? This is an amazing opportunity to  
show so many different levels of emotion. She’s hurt, strong, completely weak, scheming, 
incapable, loving. By the end, she’s traversed the spectrum from despair to joy.’

Growing up in Medford, New York, Goerke played clarinet and saxophone, and was 
inspired by her high-school band director. Early on she studied music theory in depth. 
This, combined with her experience as an instrumentalist, gives her exceptional  
understanding and appreciation of the orchestral contribution to any work she performs 
today. While preparing Elektra in Chicago, she sat in on six hours of orchestral rehearsals. 
‘When I’m singing, I’m concentrating on my task, which is being a small part of a 
bigger whole. I can’t listen to all those individual lines underneath me, but when I know 
they’re there, there’s some unconscious bit of my mind that knows what to listen for.’

■ Christine Goerke in the title role of ‘Alcina’, directed by Francesca Zambello at 
New York City Opera in 2003, with Katharine Goeldner as Ruggiero 
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technique that had served her well for lyric repertoire no longer worked. Guided by a 
new mentor, the celebrated American soprano Diana Soviero, Goerke totally rebuilt her 
breath support: ‘Within three months Diana said, “You’re so loud, we’re going to have 
to move into a bigger room—and there’s more in there!” She saved my life. She’s all 
about bel canto technique, and that’s the way you have to sing German music. She’s 
having a great time learning all my new repertoire.’ 

This gratifying vocal development led to some exceedingly challenging roles. 
Fidelio (Philadelphia) had one irksome moment for her, the canon quartet: ‘Marzelline 
comes in with this floaty, silvery voice, and I come in like a bull in a china shop on 
exactly the same pitches!’ But she adores singing the rest of the opera, ‘and I love 
playing Leonore, who shows everything to the audience but nothing to the people 
around her’. Norma also came Goerke’s way, first in Seattle and later in Philadelphia. 
‘Casta diva’ was no pleasure for her, but she was thrilled in Seattle to sing opposite Ewa 
Podleś’s Adalgisa: ‘She was absolutely lovely to work with, so sweet, so supportive. 
And that sound—that’s what I remember the most.’ 

In 2005 Goerke sang her first Chrysothemis, in Tokyo, where Deborah Polaski, the 
production’s Elektra, quickly became a trusted friend. Talking with Polaski made 
Goerke understand Americans’ obsession with numbers, and with the idea that singers 
aren’t supposed to do certain roles until they’re this number—a certain age. ‘Of course,’ 
says Goerke today, ‘it has nothing to do with “this number”. There are people who are 
60 years old who have no business singing big repertoire. If it’s what your voice does 
and your technique supports it and your body is under it, then that’s what you do.’ 

Goerke carried on perform-
ing Chrysothemis, staving off 
requests to take on Elektra. 
Four months before her second 
production, she was asked to 
switch parts: ‘No, I’m not 
ready yet.’ It happened again 
before the next production: 
‘I’m 39—I should not be sing-
ing Elektra.’ Ioan Holender,  
the former Intendant of the 
Vienna Staatsoper, having 
heard her Chrysothemis in 
Tokyo, was convinced that  
she was singing the wrong 
sister; he didn’t take her  
for Chrysothemis in Vienna’s 
remounting of the Robert 
Carsen production, a big  
disappointment for her. But 
once Goerke had introduced 
her portrayals of Ariadne (La 
Scala, Houston) and Kundry 
(Turin), it was Elektra’s turn  
at last.

Fach, but she was deeply apprehensive about it. ‘My middle was always rich, and 
bigger than my top. It would play catch-up constantly—the second it caught up, my 
middle would change again.’ Some listeners wondered if her instrument was, in fact, a 
mezzo. During the first day of the Met’s Aida stage rehearsals, Goerke was delivering 
the High Priestess’s few lines from the wings when suddenly ‘Dolora Zajick is circling 
me—while I’m singing! I finished the scene and she goes, “Sounds good!” “Thank 
you.” “I’m Dolora!” “I know.” “OK, see you later.” She wants to see everything that’s 
happening technically, so she’s checking how everything I’m doing is being produced. 
I was terrified. At the musical rehearsal the next day, I was sitting in the back row—as 
one does when singing the High Priestess—and she sits next to me. “How ya doin’? We 
mezzos have gotta stick together.” “I’m not a mezzo.” “Who told you that?!”’

After finishing the Met programme, Goerke spent a decade honing her craft in ‘heavy 
lyric’ repertoire, adding a few spinto roles as well. She enjoyed coloratura (‘I could 
outsing oboes’), excelling as Handel’s Agrippina, Alcina and Armida. Iphigénie— 
at Glimmerglass, at NYCO and on CD—really put her on the operatic map. She  
also scored in the heavier Mozart roles, enjoying those she affectionately calls ‘the  
meanies’—Vitellia and Elettra, both in Paris—but her great joy was Donna Elvira  
(the Met, Seattle, Paris, and with Ozawa in Japan). ‘I’ve done drunk Elvira, pregnant 
Elvira, crazy Elvira, the-only-sane-one-in-the-show Elvira. I love this woman. She  
and Leporello are the only ones who go on a journey in the entire piece—they start one 
way and end another way. I like her, she’s a real person. I’m like her—I get angry, and 
I want results!’

Like Varnay years earlier, Goerke realized in 2002 (barely a decade into her career) 
that her voice was growing much faster than she’d anticipated. As a result, the 

■ Early Goerke: singing the title role (r.) in Gluck’s ‘Iphigénie en Tauride’ at  
Glimmerglass in 1997, with Nathan Gunn as Oreste

■ Goerke (r.) as Norma at Seattle Opera in 2003, 
with Ewa Podleś as Adalgisa
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important as mine. Everybody in the entire building is as much a part of every single 
production as one person who’s singing on the stage.’ 

In the rehearsal room, Goerke considers herself ‘the class clown—I like to laugh’. She 
recalls being scolded along with Jill Grove (Klytemnestra) during the Chicago Elektra 
‘because we were cutting up constantly. David McVicar decided to name us “Grove & 
Goerke” and send us off on a road trip. But between the laughing, we worked incredibly 
intensely. That might have been a release in a way, so as not to take the crazy home!’

Home for the singer is Teaneck, New Jersey, where she and her husband live with 
their two young daughters. Goerke’s extracurricular interests include baking (‘I make a 
pretty damned good Sicilian ricotta cheesecake’), and she relishes pop music, from 
1970s to contemporary. Her current favourite is Adele, ‘a real voice that doesn’t sound 
like anyone else’s. You hear all the heartache, all the joy—everything comes through in 
the colour of her voice.’

When she’s away, Goerke’s first priority is a good internet connection, ‘because 
without that I have no Skype and I have no lifeline to my children’. She calls them 
every morning before school, and at night. ‘I try to catch them at 8:30 their time. We 
chat for 15 minutes about their day, and they get “Baby Mine”—I’ve been singing it to 
them since they were born. Thank God for Skype, or I couldn’t do this for a living. Of 
course it’s not the same thing, as my daughter was very quick to point out to me. I kept 
saying, “I’m right here baby, I’m talking to you.” “But I can’t hug you!” It’s difficult, 
but at least it’s some modicum of being in touch and seeing each other every single day.’

Like Varnay, Nilsson and Rysanek before her, Goerke is too self-critical to rest on her 
laurels; we can expect each passing season to bring continued growth in her artistry. 

After not only Elektra, but also recent role debuts as Brünnhilde (Walküre in 
Auckland, with Houston’s new Ring planned for the near future), Ortrud (Houston, 
reprised in Berlin), and the Dyer’s Wife (Dutch radio), Goerke is now gratefully 
embracing her dramatic-soprano identity. ‘I wanted it to be true very, very much,’ she 
recalls, ‘but every time it came to my mind I thought, “There are so many people who 
tried to do this who weren’t really dramatic sopranos. What if I try and I hurt myself?” 
She regrets, however, the unlikelihood of alternating hochdramatisch with jugendlich 
roles: ‘Sixty years ago people wouldn’t think twice if you bounced back and forth 
between Chrysothemis and Elektra, or Sieglinde and Brünnhilde, but we don’t do that 
any more.’

Goerke’s path as a singing actress in her formidable repertoire has been shaped by 
several notable stage directors. Francisco Negrin and David McVicar ‘let me go, and 
then reined me in when it wasn’t making sense. That is a huge gift’. She cherishes both 
men as ‘directors who treat you as a colleague instead of as a piece of the puzzle’. With 
Francesca Zambello it was about ‘getting to raw emotion in the rehearsal hall. 
Sometimes you “phone in” your rehearsals; she wanted it all, every single day. It was 
exhausting, but it was right.’

What does Goerke need from an opera company to support her best work? ‘I just 
need to be able to rehearse. I am a low-maintenance singer—I wander around in T-shirts 
and bare feet. Give me a bottle of Gatorade and I’m good to go!’ She appreciates  
normality in the day-to-day routine of rehearsal. ‘I look at everybody in the room as an 
equal. The man scrubbing the blood off the stairs [after Elektra] has a job that’s as 

■  (l.) as Fidelio in Detroit earlier this year; (r.) as Elektra in Madrid, 2011

■ Goerke (r.) as Donna Anna at Covent Garden in 2002, with John Mark Ainsley  
as Don Ottavio, Ildebrando D’Arcangelo as Leporello and Simon Keenlyside as  
Don Giovanni
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frequent whispers from the prompt box, 
particularly for Alberto’s benefit, who 
(notwithstanding this) was in thrilling 
voice and didn’t miss a beat throughout 
the evening.

When it came to taking his bows at the 
end of the opera, greeted by the 
inevitable tumultuous applause, 
Remedios strode over to the prompt box 
clapping vigorously. Bowing low to the 
box, he picked up one of the many 
flowers by then strewn across the stage 
and presented it to the (still hidden) 
prompter inside. This, naturally, 
generated an even louder response from 
the audience, which went on until 
suddenly an arm appeared above the box, 
waving the flower. That was still not 
good enough for us, though, and we 
clapped with all our might until, at last, a 
head and shoulders appeared from the 
box (rather like Erda rising from the 
earth, one might say) to take her well-
earned bow, for keeping Remedios ‘on 
track’ all evening. A typically generous 
gesture of respect and gratitude, I feel, 
from a great artist to the art of the 
‘humble’ prompter.

As a matter of interest, when the live 
recordings of the Goodall Ring appeared 
on vinyl, the prompter could be heard on 
record even more clearly than in the 
theatre. Amazingly, though, when the 
same recording received its first CD 
release as a boxed set, as if by magic, the 
prompter’s voice had somehow been 
removed! The wonders of modern 
technology: I guess that warts and all are 
no longer acceptable, even in a ‘live’ 
recording.
John Stanley
Chichester

It was a delight to read Richard 
Fairman’s article on the art of the 
prompter, as this is an unsung role I have 
always admired.

When Bernard Haitink conducted the 
Ring at the Royal Albert Hall in 1998 
(possibly the most exciting performances 
I have heard), I was lucky enough to be 
sitting where I could see the prompter in 

action. Because of the arrangement with 
the orchestra and conductor behind the 
singers, the prompter was very necessary, 
and I could not take my eyes off the way 
in which he brought in each Valkyrie. 

Equally, the other image I keep in my 
mind is of when John Tomlinson and 
Hildegard Behrens took to the stage for 
Wotan’s Farewell: the prompter, confident 
in these two great proponents of their 
roles, watched them intently but folded his 
arms and let them get on with it.
Susan Fletcher
London W6

Right and proper
To me, the review of Nabucco at Covent 
Garden by Russ McDonald (June,  
pp. 788-90) is a good example of the 
proper way to review an opera: a few 
words about the opera itself, then a 
description of the various singers—with 
any necessary background information—
and of how they performed, and finally a 
discussion of the production. Too often 
almost an entire review is about the 

Wagner and Strauss will, of course, be the cornerstones of her operatic work, but so 
comfortable is she in diverse styles that one must fervently hope she will be given  
frequent opportunities to extend herself beyond those composers. She should certainly 
reprise several earlier roles, such as her glorious Iphigénie and Poulenc’s Madame 
Lidoine. Houston Grand Opera recently presented her first Eboli, a smashing success. 
With her apt comedic instincts, she’d love another go at Alice Ford. And one can  
imagine her, some years on, as the Kostelnička and Britten’s Elizabeth I. 

Goerke admits that being an opera singer is ‘the most selfish work in the world. I’m 
thrilled that people love it, but I do this because I love it. I find that the people who love 
what they’re doing on stage are the ones I remember the most, because it translates. 
Singing is like being able to release your soul—it’s the sound that your soul would 
make if it could talk.’

■ As Eboli (r.) in Houston last year, with Andrea Silvestrelli as Philip and Tamara 
Wilson as Elisabeth

Readers’ letters

Memories prompted
Your interesting article ‘Stage Whispers’ 
(July, pp. 849-55), exploring the art of the 
prompter, brought to my mind an amusing 
anecdote from the end of a performance of 
Siegfried during one of the now fabled 
Goodall Ring cycles at ENO.

The wonderful Alberto Remedios was 
in his familiar title role, opposite the 
equally great Rita Hunter. I had already 

read somewhere that Remedios, 
marvellous singer though he was, had 
difficulty in memorizing his lines and 
was always very reliant on the prompter. 
I believe that this difficulty, especially in 
learning parts in the original language, 
hampered what would otherwise have 
been a glittering international career. On 
the night in question, those of us sitting 
in the front stalls could clearly hear 


